49 videos & 29 easy exercises ... available 24/7 via iPad, Tablet, Smartphone & desktop computer.

“THE VIDEO MADE THE DIFFERENCE! I never considered how helpful a video can be. When I started to have trouble, I saw you, a real person ... and could hear your voice of encouragement so I kept going. It really helped me get though the messy stuff to a clearer picture. – Catherine C.

How it works
This inspiring online system serves as the framework for the 4-part instructor-led series. It’s available through any internet connection, 24 hours a day! Get what you need, when you need it from this “job hunt coach in a bottle.”

A taste of what you’ll find ...

• Top ten dos and don’ts
• How to write a resume that works
• How to find the hidden jobs
• How to apply online without wasting your time
• How to network for success (what to say, online and in person ... without losing your mind)
• Personal branding: what it is, why you should care, and how to do it well
• The job hunt scorecard (make sure the job you take is right for you!)
• How to work smart with recruiters (so they’ll work smart with you)
• Toughest interview questions (and how to answer them)
• How to talk about money (and not leave any on the table)
• What to do when you don’t hear back (after an interview)
• How to launch for success (and keep your job!)

Why it works

• It’s proven. “It worked! Everything you taught worked within 3 weeks!” – Carol C.
• It’s step by step. “Everyone else tells me what to do, You show me how ...” – Steve B.
• It’s easy. “This program ROCKS! Concise, insightful, and easy to execute!” – Jennifer F.
• It’s inspiring. “The video made the difference! Your voice ... kept me going.” – Catherine C.
• You don’t know what you don’t know. We do. “You know what it takes to get hired! It shows.”

SIGN UP NOW: https://gustavus.edu/servantleadership, or call: 507-933-7272 or email: csl@gustavus.edu